Introduction {#Sec1}
============

When Google upgrades their hardware, applications that make use of Google services continue to function without needing to update. This modular architecture allows a client, Alice, to leverage computations done by a third party, Bob, without knowing any details regarding how these computations were executed. Modularity is enabled by an interface---an established set of rules that specify how Alice delivers input to Bob, and how Bob returns relevant output to Alice. Once agreed, Alice can design technology that makes use of the Bob's service as subroutines, while remaining blissfully ignorant of their implementation. Known as APIs (application programming interfaces), such interfaces are now industry standard. Their adoption is almost universal---from specifying how we leverage pre-built software packages as subroutines to how we interface remotely with present-day quantum computers.

Present interfaces assume only classical information is exchanged, limiting the scope of collaborative quantum computing. What happens when this information exchange is allowed to be quantum? Consider the scenario where Bob offers a service to implement some unitary operation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$U$$\end{document}$. A client, Alice wishes to evaluate the normalized trace $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T(U)={\rm{tr}}(U)/{2}^{n}$$\end{document}$ by calling on Bob's service as a subroutine. If this can be achieved, the benefits are two-fold. Alice can treat Bob's service as a black-box. She need not know anything about the quantum circuits that synthesize $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$U$$\end{document}$. In addition, Alice can use the same device to evaluate the normalized trace of a different unitary $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$U^{\prime}$$\end{document}$, by exchanging Bob's service for another.

This is, in fact, impossible. To see this, note that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T(U)$$\end{document}$ depends on the global phase of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$U$$\end{document}$---a quantity that is unphysical. Therefore, its determination would enable Alice to measure an unphysical quantity. Thus, the standard quantum algorithm for estimating $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T(U)$$\end{document}$, known as DQC1^[@CR1]^, cannot operate by offloading synthesis of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$U$$\end{document}$ to a third party (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a). Indeed, the design of devices that realize complex $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$U$$\end{document}$-dependent processes, given some unknown $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$U$$\end{document}$, has received considerable attention^[@CR2]--[@CR10]^. In this context, several no-go results have been established^[@CR11]--[@CR15]^, motivating recent works in identifying what sacrifices or restrictions are necessary to circumvent these no-go theorems^[@CR14]--[@CR20]^.Fig. 1The DQC1 and modular DQC1 algorithms. **a** The standard DQC1 algorithm operates by applying $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$U$$\end{document}$ on an $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n$$\end{document}$-qubit register controlled by a pure qubit initialized in state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| +\rangle$$\end{document}$. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T(U)$$\end{document}$ can then be estimated through appropriate measurements on the control qubit. This algorithm cannot leverage a third party to implement $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$U$$\end{document}$ as it is impossible to add a control to an unknown unitary^[@CR11]^. **b** The modular DQC1 algorithm evaluates $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| T(U)|$$\end{document}$ in a way in which $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$U$$\end{document}$ can be out-sourced to a third party. Here, Alice introduces a second $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n$$\end{document}$-qubit register. She then sends the server one of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n$$\end{document}$-qubit registers via a specified interface (this could be the original register, or involve first mapping the register into a medium suitable for communication via a SWAP gate). On the proviso that the server applies $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$U$$\end{document}$ and return the result via the specified interface, Alice is able to estimate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| T(U)|$$\end{document}$ by performing a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\sigma }_{1}$$\end{document}$ measurement on the control qubit

Here, we report on the experimental implementation of a workaround for the DQC1 algorithm. The key observation is that while $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T(U)$$\end{document}$ depends on the global phase, its modulus does not. The resulting protocol---modular DQC1---enables us to evaluate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| T(U)|$$\end{document}$ by outsourcing implementation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$U$$\end{document}$ to a third party^[@CR15]^. We successfully use it to evaluate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| T(U)|$$\end{document}$ for 19 different unitary operations. The quantum circuit for the client remains the same for each $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$U$$\end{document}$---guaranteeing true modular architecture. The physical implementation involves a new implementation of the controlled swap (CSWAP) gate---coherently swap two motional modes of an ion trapped in a three-dimensional harmonic oscillator, controlled on the internal levels of the trapped ion. Our experimental techniques are scalable, resilient to noise on part of the client, and chaining multiple iterations enables a modular variant of Shor's factoring algorithm that requires fewer entangling gates^[@CR21]^. This presents the first demonstration of a modular quantum algorithm and provides an important step towards collaborative quantum computing.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Framework {#Sec3}
---------

The modular DQC1 algorithm can be understood by dividing its actions into two separate parties, which we refer to here as server and client. The server, Bob, offers the service of implementing an $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n$$\end{document}$-qubit unitary process. Interaction with a client, Alice, is enabled by a publicly announced quantum interface. The interface specifies a designated Hilbert space of a designated quantum system $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S$$\end{document}$ in which client and server are to exchange quantum information. For simplicity, we assume that the agreed system and Hilbert space used by client to send input quantum states to the server in the same as that used by the server to deliver output quantum states to the client. In principle, this need not be the case (see methods for formal definition). Bob is not constrained to preserve information stored in any other degrees of freedom within $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S$$\end{document}$. This is an important point. If Alice is guaranteed that Bob will preserve certain additional degrees of freedom, she is able to synthesizes certain $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$U$$\end{document}$-dependent process that would otherwise be impossible^[@CR14],[@CR15]^. Our goal is to take on the role of Alice, and build a device that employs Bob's service as a subroutine to evaluate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| T(U)|$$\end{document}$.

To do this, Alice begins with a bipartite system, consisting of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S$$\end{document}$ to be delivered to Bob and some $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$A$$\end{document}$ that she retains for the duration of the protocol. The protocol then contains two distinct tasks (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b):

Preprocessing---representing Alice's necessary actions of preparing some $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\rho }_{1}$$\end{document}$ on the joint system $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S$$\end{document}$ to Bob;

Postprocessing---representing Alice's actions to retrieve $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| T(U)|$$\end{document}$ from the state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\rho }_{2}=U{\rho }_{1}{U}^{\dagger }$$\end{document}$ after receiving Bob's output. Here, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$U$$\end{document}$ represents the unitary process on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S$$\end{document}$ implemented by Bob.

Alice can achieve this by taking a single pure qubit initialized in state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| +\rangle =(| 0\rangle +| 1\rangle )/\sqrt{2}$$\end{document}$, together with two maximally mixed $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n$$\end{document}$-qubit registers. In the preprocessing stage, she coherently swaps the two registers, controlled on the pure qubit to obtain $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\rho }_{1}$$\end{document}$. Alice then forwards one of the registers to Bob via the specified interface and awaits the result of Bob's computation. Upon receipt of this result, Alice enters the postprocessing stage. This involves a second application of the control swap gate. Measurement of the ancilla in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\sigma }_{1}=\left|0\right\rangle \left\langle 1\right|+\left|1\right\rangle \left\langle 0\right|$$\end{document}$ basis then has expectation value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| T(U){| }^{2}$$\end{document}$, enabling efficient estimation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| T(U)|$$\end{document}$. Further details are shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b.

The combination of preprocessing and postprocessing constitutes the modular DQC1 protocol. Critically, neither procedure depends on the physical means that Bob chooses to realize $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$U$$\end{document}$. For instance, Bob could initially implement $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$U$$\end{document}$ by applying physical operations directly on the system $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S$$\end{document}$. Alternatively, Bob could map the received quantum state to a more efficient physical platform for information processing, and implement $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$U$$\end{document}$ on that platform. Alice's modular DQC1 protocol would function regardless. Moreover, Alice's preprocessing and postprocessing procedures are independent of matrix elements of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$U$$\end{document}$ could represent some unknown environmental process. The protocol then functions as a probe, able to efficiently estimate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| T(U){| }^{2}$$\end{document}$ for any such process without the need for full tomography.

Implementation {#Sec4}
--------------

We demonstrate a proof of principle realization of modular DQC1 using a trapped $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${}^{171}{{\rm{Yb}}}^{+}\,$$\end{document}$ ion in a harmonic potential when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n=1$$\end{document}$. In this special case, the protocol involves a system of three qubits. Qubit $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\rm{C}}$$\end{document}$ represents the control, which is encoded into the internal states of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${}^{171}{{\rm{Yb}}}^{+}\,$$\end{document}$. Two registers, denoted as qubits $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\rm{Y}}$$\end{document}$, are encoded into the external motional levels of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${}^{171}{{\rm{Yb}}}^{+}\,$$\end{document}$. Unitary operations on qubit $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\rm{C}}$$\end{document}$ are performed by applying resonant microwaves^[@CR22],[@CR23]^. Meanwhile entangling gates between the ancilla and the two registers are realized by applying counter-propagating Raman laser beams with appropriate frequency differences and phases^[@CR24]--[@CR28]^.

The theoretical circuit for modular DQC1 has also been further tailored for the ion trap system. Notably, during both preprocessing and postprocessing, Alice has inserted an extra SWAP gate between qubit $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\rm{X}}$$\end{document}$. The actions of these SWAP gates have no effect on the algorithms output, but benefit this particular set-up, as the control qubit in the ion trap system is most directly accessible---and thus the most practical one for outsourcing operations to a third party. For the proof-of-principle experiment, we simulate the scenario where Bob operates on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\rm{C}}$$\end{document}$ directly---with understanding that in more realistic scenarios, information within $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\rm{X}}$$\end{document}$ is likely first mapped to some flying qubit to be delivered to Bob. Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates further details.Fig. 2Modular DQC1 on a trapped ion. The modular DQC1 algorithm redesigned to function on a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${}^{171}{{\rm{Yb}}}^{+}\,$$\end{document}$ ion. Here, the control qubit $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\rm{S}}}_{1/2}$$\end{document}$ manifold in the ion. Denote these by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| {1}_{{\rm{C}}}\rangle =| F=1,{m}_{{\rm{F}}}=0\rangle$$\end{document}$, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${m}_{{\rm{F}}}$$\end{document}$ is the magnetic quantum number. The transition frequency between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To characterize the faithfulness of our CSWAP operation, we find its $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Experimental benchmarks {#Sec5}
-----------------------

To benchmark Alice's protocol, our experiment also needs to simulate the actions of the server Bob. Critically, we ensure that our experimental procedure for enacting Alice's modular DQC1 protocol in both preprocessing and postprocessing remains invariant regardless of which $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This enables us to illustrate the core tenet of modularity---that the client's circuit does not need to change depending on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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During benchmarking, we assess Alice's performance for a wide range of unitaries $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We compare these experimental results to their theoretical predictions in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a. As we can see, the experimental estimations of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussion {#Sec6}
==========

Here, we experimentally demonstrated the first modular quantum protocol---a variation of the standard DQC1 protocol that allows a device to determine the normalized trace of a completely unknown unitary process $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Our implementation involved the design and realization a coherent quantum controlled swap gate, swapping two motional modes of a trapped ion depending on its internal hyperfine states. This technique presents a more favorable means of scaling than encoding qubits only within the internal states of ions. In Supplementary Note [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, we illustrate that our techniques can be adapted to efficiently swap two registers containing many motional modes, controlled on the hyperfine states of single ion. Meanwhile employing higher-energy excitations of the motional modes can enable potential coherent swaps of continuous variable degrees of freedom. These techniques provide possible means of realizing a number of interesting quantum protocols, including quantum anomaly detection^[@CR30]^, and quantum computing with continuous variable encodings^[@CR31]^.
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Once an interface is agreed. Alice can then design modular algorithms that take advantage of Bob's service. Formally, we define two possible classes of elementary actionsImplement some elementary circuit elements (e.g., a elementary quantum gate, a single-qubit measurement)Call upon the server to act on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We note also that while in many practical scenarios, client and server would be spatially separated, this need not be the case. An examples of local APIs in the classical setting are software packages, where certain functions can be invoked as subroutines without needing to know their details.

Client error calibration {#Sec9}
------------------------

Here, we illustrate details of how Alice can calibrate her device to account for experimental noise in her set-up. Specifically, the expected output state of the circuit immediately prior to the measurement is$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In our actual experiment, Alice's device is not ideal. The dominant noise occurs during the implementation of CSWAP gate, caused by fluctuations in the magnetic field, trap frequencies, polarization, and intensity of the Raman lasers. This introduces decoherence, such that Alice obtains$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We note that in this entire procedure, Alice's actions does not depend on which unitary Bob implements, or how he chooses to implement this unitary. Thus, the noise-corrections do not affect the modular nature of the algorithm.
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